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From the Editor’s Chair

Purple Heron (Ardea Purpurea)

Like the Canary was used as an indicator of
toxic gasses down in coalmines, birds are
also more generally used as an indicator
for the health of our environment. The
spring migration this year was a cause
for considerable concern, not only was
it delayed, slow and so different from
proceeding years, but the actual numbers
of many species had declined alarmingly.
From the evidence recorded by many
European countries, the decline seems to
have affected bird populations throughout
the continent. Among those species most
affected appears to be Swift species and
Hirundines i.e. Swallows and Martins.
You can produce quite a list of species giving cause for concern, mostly they are
insectivores, so what is happening? The jury is out, yet it appears the intensive
use of herbicides and insecticides are taking their toll, agricultural practices
throughout Africa and Europe are contributing to huge declines of species
among our fauna and flora. Here in Spain we see so much more unsustainable
Olive planting for example, this is creating so many problems with the use of
insecticides, ground clearing and water extraction, each a real threat to not
just fauna and flora, but contamination levels to our water reserves posing real
problems for us too.
Okay, enough doom and gloom, there are things to cheer us up. A day spent in
our wild areas, a day spent enjoying nature and of course our birds, is sufficient
to clear the head, appreciating all the good things available to those of us lucky
enough to live in the region. I hope you are enjoying nature as much as me and
looking forward to a glorious summer.
Last but not least, a very big thank you to all advertisers and contributors to
our ‘Birds of Andalucia’, without you we would be unable to produce such a
fine magazine for our members.

The Purple Heron Ardea purpurea is a widely distributed
member of the heron family Ardeidae. It breeds in Africa,
central and southern Europe, and southern and eastern Asia.
Our Western Palearctic populations migrate between breeding
and wintering habitats, whereas the African and tropical-Asian
populations are primarily sedentary, except for occasional
dispersive movements. They inhabit marshes, lagoons and lakes
surrounded by dense vegetation. It usually chooses freshwater
habitats, particularly locations with reed beds i.e. Phragmites.
It also visits mudflats, riverbanks, ditches and canals.
Purple Heron are colonial breeders and build bulky nests out of
dead reeds or sticks close to the water’ edge among reeds or in
dense vegetation. About five eggs are laid and are incubated by
both birds. The young hatch about four weeks later and fledge six
weeks after that. The International Union for Conservation of
Nature notes that the global population trend is downwards,
largely because of the drainage of wetlands.
Between August and October, birds of the western
population migrate southwards to tropical Africa, returning northwards in March. Often they overshoot their normal
range on their return, and are vagrants to northern Europe including Britain, where successful breeding was recorded
for the first time in 2010.
Note: The scientific name comes from Latin ardea “heron”, and purpureus, “coloured purple”.
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Diary Dates - The Year Ahead
It is the aim of your society to provide as much notice as possible in respect of forthcoming events. This, we hope, will
enable non-resident members to plan their holidays/travel arrangements well in advance and therefore be able to attend
meetings of their choice.
The dates will not change but in the event of any adverse weather conditions that may be forecast, or the designated
guide being unavailable, a substitute meeting/guide will take place. So please keep up to date with the ABS forum for
the latest information and at the same time inform the events officer of your intention to attend. Additional events may
be added at short notice.
2018
July 21
August 4
August 18
September 1

Visit this year’s Montagu’s Harrier Project - Leader Peter Jones
Boat trip from Tarifa – Orcas, Shearwaters, Petrels etc.
Visit Guadalhorce Nature Reserve - Leader Luis Alberto Rodriguez
Tarifa. Migration time again. Meet at 0900hrs. in Lidl’s car park Tarifa.

September 15
October 20
November 7
November 17
December 15
2019
January 19

Charca de Suarez – Motril. Leader Bob Wright.
Brazo del Este - Seville. Leader Juan Martín Bermúdez.
Wednesday: Sierra Loja & Huétor Tájar Leader Mick Richardson.
Sierra Cazorla – Jaén. Leader José Luis Sánchez Balsera
Annual Christmas meeting. Birding and lunch

February 16
March 2
March 16
April 20
May 18

FGM Fuente de Piedra. Meet at 930hrs. at the visitors centro for morning birding followed by
FGM at midday.
Cabo de Gata - TBA
Tarifa Spring Migration - Leader Frank Hair
Bonanza Salt Pans and surrounds - Leader Frank Hair
Jaen and Cazorla National Park - TBA
Osuna and breeding birds - TBA
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help from volunteers from agencies around the world, for
example teenagers on a year off, and donations and grants from
any person or organisations good enough to offer. He is involved
with every aspect of the centre from physically having built it to
hand-rearing chicks, and it was very interesting to see how he
has constantly updated the design of nestboxes, over a number
of years, from timber which rotted quite quickly to currently
producing very sophisticated boxes which are fire, water and
predator proof. He also has to deal with public relations and
his success is such that new colonies have been established or
revived in France and Bulgaria as well as other parts of Spain.
Part of the Lesser Kestrel estate he has created is even a nursery
school – what lucky children to be able to run around in the
countryside learning about wildlife, and what good prospects for
the future of wildlife in the area to have children growing up with
an awareness of their own environment.
House Sparrow, Collared Dove, Blackbird, Starling, Greenfinch
and Red-rumped Swallow were also recorded at the centre.
After lunch in a nearby restaurant we drove to an area which
contained grape vines and olive groves. It did not take long to
discover our target bird, the Rufous Bush Robin, and it was
interesting to watch it tail-flicking as it foraged in the soil between
flying from vine to vine.
Our next stop was an embalse near Alange, where good views
were had of Blue Rock Thrush, Black Wheatear, Crag Martin,
Common, Alpine and White-rumped Swift, Great Egret, Little
Egret, Purple Heron, Cormorant, Rock Sparrow, Serin, Sardinian
Warbler, Corn Bunting, Rock Bunting, Thekla Lark, Marsh
Harrier, Griffon Vulture and Hobby.

Saturday

Twelve members met William Haworth, our leader for the
weekend, at DEMA Lesser Kestrel Sanctuary at Almendralejo.
We were introduced to Pepe Antolin, an amazing man who has
devoted his life to the conservation, promotion and rehabilitation
of this vulnerable species. He spent the morning explaining how
he and a group of young people had essentially squatted in an exwater storage unit in the countryside on the outskirts of the town
until the ayuntamiento gave in and let them keep the property
and convert it into five-star accommodation for Lesser Kestrels.
Dealing with local politics is an on-going worry for him but he
is doing an incredible job and it has become his life’s work. He
works mostly alone in caring for the birds, relying on practical
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Common Linnet

Lesser Kestrel

ABS May Field Meeting
Sunday

We met on Sunday morning at a café on the southern end of the
Punto Romano bridge in Merida, a beautiful city on the banks
of the Rio Guadiana, and then proceeded on a lovely walk along
the riverside. A Golden Oriole was singing in the poplars while
Common Magpies flew around. Having crossed the river we then
encountered a colony of Cattle Egrets, dressed in their splendid
breeding plumage, together with several Black-crowned Night
Herons, Glossy Ibis, Grey Heron, Great White Egret, White
Stork, Spoonbill and Mallard.
As we re-crossed the river over the Punto Romano bridge we
observed Moorhen, Purple Swamphen, Jackdaw, Wood Pigeon,
Common, Pallid and Alpine Swift, Hoopoe and Barn Swallow.
Reed and Great Reed Warblers were singing and a Kingfisher
landed on a reed stem and posed long enough for everyone to
get a good view.
Returning to the cars, the next stop was an embalse near
Esparagalejo where Black-winged Stilt, Glossy Ibis, Common
Sandpiper, Little-ringed plover, Coot, Common Pochard, Little
and Cattle Egrets were seen in the water, together with a pair of
Great-crested Grebe performing a lovely mating ritual.
Other species recorded were Crested Lark, Hoopoe, Black Kite,
Marsh Harrier, Linnet, Spotted Flycatcher and Stonechat.
After lunch in a local restaurant, we visited a dam where we
recorded Little Bittern, Squacco Heron, Purple Heron, Grey
Heron, Glossy Ibis, Spoonbill, Kingfisher and Griffon Vulture.
A Melodious Warbler remained elusive as it sang in the shrubs.
Unfortunately, at this point a memorable weekend’s birding had
to be curtailed as the thunder and lightning which had threatened

for two days finally caught up with us.
A big debt of gratitude is owed to William for a magical weekend,
and many thanks also to Sue and Barrie for their input into this
report.

Pauline Horton - ABS Member
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An Optimistic Birder

I fell in love with Andalucía way back in
1965 when as a young back packer I spent
eight weeks bumming around the Spanish
coast from Gibraltar to Barcelona. I recall
TorremoIinos was a quiet fishing village
with two quaint double storey hotels. I
did manage to get a job for a week or so
at the Rock Hotel in Gib as a swimming
pool assistant but when they found out
I could not swim, I got the chop. I do
recall I came over all indignant as all I
was doing was serving drinks to wealthy
tobacco merchants. We stayed at a Toc H
hostel where our bunks where open to the
elements.

That was a long time ago but I’m still
drawn to Andalucía with a pull, which
overwhelms. Although I’ve been back
countless times I still get excited planning
my next visit. I have a wee house in
northwest of England. There’s nowt better,
when the wind is blowing hard outside
and the rain is pelting down, making
pinging sounds on the window pains,
my optimism drives me to pore over
my Andalucía maps, websites and visit
reports, so that I can to plan my next trip.
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Just what is it about Spain in general and
Andalucía in particular that fires up a
birder’s imagination? Sure there are many
new bird species to be seen but Britain and
Spain roughly have the same number of
species, just over 600 each. Spain is more
or less twice the size of Britain and holds
about two thirds of Britain’s population
of 67million. Distances between towns
and villages are greater in Spain. I’m
talking about the vast red interior and
conveniently ignoring the sprawling
Mediterranean Costas.
I understand that urbanisation is a major
environmental threat in Spain, but once
out of town Spain feels to me like one
huge nature reserve. It’s as if wherever you
can stop the car and take a stroll you find
something of genuine birding interest.
On my last trip in April I was leaving the
unkempt outskirts of Campillos when
I spotted clouds of Insects rising over
a small pond and local swallows were
having a feast day. I counted over 80 and
tried to take some decent shots from the
car but I only stayed for twenty minutes,
conscious that I was parked illegally on
the continuous white line. There are other
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examples, but Spain offers the delight of
the unexpected. I’m a bit of a photographer
and friends always say I must have
unlimited patience. If truth were known
my patience is easily exhausted, but
my optimism is key. Optimism trumps
patience any time.
Let’s get back to the environment and
in particular the countryside. Modern,
intensively farmed Britain has turned great
swathes of what was once mixed farms
of open countryside into sterile single
crop holdings. Whether it’s the acres of
farmed daffodils in Fenland, the swaying
wheat fields of Cambridgeshire, the quiet
sterile conifer plantations of the Forestry
Commission or the over-fertilised dairy
farms of my Cheshire roots, the situation is
grim indeed. Gone are the Skylarks, Corn
Buntings, Grey Partridge, Yellowhammer,
Spotted Flycatchers and many more.
Intensive farming has many aspects, but
crucially the use of pesticides has a lot
to answer for. Very recent studies have
shown that we in the UK have lost 75%
of our insects since 1990. Gone are the
days when a drive out in the countryside
resulted in a windscreen covered in the

I may be wrong, (I was once - it was a
Tuesday afternoon in 2007 ha-ha) but
it seems to me that intensive farming of
the British model has not yet arrived
in Andalucia. Yes there are acres of
contoured monoculture wheat fields

and endless olive groves but bird life
co-exists. Intensive farming of the sort I
see in England, I don’t see in Spain, but
then I don’t live in Spain. I come to visit
and enjoy the people, food and birds and
conveniently ignore the high-rise and
litter.
I have to admit that I’m not up to speed on
Spain’s efforts to protect their environment.
There are many very large natural parks,
which look to provide a respite for nature.
From the visitor’s perspective they seem
to be working but I’m sure they too face
problems after the economic crisis of
2008. Perhaps it’s also a size thing. With
two thirds of our population and twice
the land mass there is more room in Spain
and nature appears to have managed in
a less brutal fashion. Optimism is also
rewarded when your guide turns a corner
on a country lane in a farming area and
there sits a Roller, a Woodchat Shrike,
an Olivaceous Warbler or whatever. My
optimism is also at play when I find myself
getting up early, wherever I’m staying, to
walk the hotel’s gardens or local lanes just
to see what might be up and about.

For me there’s one valley that sums up this
world of unbridled hope and promise.
Christina, one of Peter’s guides, took me
to this valley after a delightful light lunch
in Benaojan, near Grazalema. We were
already in the Parque Naturel de Sierra
de Grazalema and we headed back up
the road to Montejaque. We climbed up
through the main street and caught the
sign to Llanos de Libar.
Christina promised me a very special
place of nature’s magic. The unpretentious
road out of the village passes a row of extra
large refuse bins before slowly crossing
over to the left hand side of what looks
to be an impressive valley. Smallholdings
of a few hectares cling to the roadside.
Fruit trees spread their boughs wide and
neatly tended vegetable plots combine in
a mish-mash of shapes. A few dogs rest
contentedly in the early afternoon’s heat
watching us drive slowly by. Soon the
road begins its climb and the green sward
valley on the right sits regally under the
sun’s rays.
The road soon becomes a well-worn
gravel track. We stop in a shaded area near

some sheer rock faces on our left. We get
out and there above us are three Griffon
Vulture looking at us in their nonchalant
way. Meanwhile we scour the skyline and
Christina points out a small speck of a
bird. It was a Black Wheatear no less, given
away by that white flash of rump and tail.
The Griffons effortlessly floated away from
the face, taking the updraft and thermals
to cross the verdant valley to another peak.
The road continues and winds along the
southern side of the valley. I spot another
Black Wheatear sitting obligingly on the
rock wall, begging to be photographed.
We edged closer in the car and click I have
a picture. Christina is true to her word.
This is a magic place.
The green meadows are behind us as we
enter a more rugged landscape of boulder
strewn steep valley sides. An immature
Rufous-tailed Rock Thrush sits perched
on a small boulder in the mid distance
whilst an Iberian Grey Shrike darts to
the ground, collects lunch and returns
high up in a favourite bush. A Red-legged
Partridges sits conveniently for me to
photograph as it checks out a family of

Iberian Ibex

mortal remains of hundreds of insects.
What has happened to our insect
population is an ecological catastrophe.
Intensive farming is leaving all our nature
reserves increasingly isolated pockets of
biodiversity. Open mixed farms should
be the connecting network joining all
our natures reserves, providing corridors
where wildlife can prosper, but our
reserves are fast becoming disconnected
oases.
We have plenty of very good natures
reserves managed by three organisations,
the RSPB, WWT and Wildlife reserves
and they are doing a very good job, but
our farming practices are leaving them
marooned in a sterile sea.
(Note. There is also The National Trust
but their remit is more the conservation of
buildings but they too own plenty of land.)

Ibex.
There’s a summit ahead where the gravel
track bears left. Behind us the rugged
valley falls away and coils of vultures are
slowly soaring. We are high up now but
the magic is not over. Suddenly, there
laid out before us, is the greenest green
and the flattest flat, valley floor. We could
be in Shangri-La. A few cattle chew on
the greenest grass and a Golden Eagle
displays its magnificence as it hugs the

For me there’s one valley that sums up
this world of unbridled hope and promise
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mountainside and slides slowly by with
just a quick nod of acknowledgement. A
flock of 200 or so Red-billed Chough plays
over distant peaks. A Short-toed Eagle
winds it way past us and nearby Griffon
Vultures take to the thermals. Another
Andalucía trip comes up with the goods
once again.
Optimism rules OK.

Bruce Kendrick - ABS Member

Northern Wheatear

Black Wheatear

Black-eared Wheatear

The Black Wheatear could be said, as its
name suggests, to be the dullest or most
uniformly marked of the family as it is
almost entirely sooty black but shares the
same tail pattern with the rest of the family.
All wheatears are largely insectivorous
feeding on both adult and larvae and
some fruit but mainly ants, beetles and
grasshoppers, moths and small butterflies,
Black Wheatears being the slightly larger
of the three, have also been known to take
small scorpions and lizards. They feed by
a watch and wait method perching either
prominently on a high vantage point
and drop on to passing prey (a strategy
also known as perch and pounce) or by
running or dashing over open ground and
around rocks and under bushes.
Black Wheatears are resident or sedentary
but the Northern and Black-eared are
summer migrants arriving back from mid
to late March (occasionally earlier in some
years) and returning to their wintering
areas mainly (or entirely for Black-eared)
south of the Sahara in September and early
October. All three breed in Andalucia but

The Wheatears of Andalucía

Wheatears are an Old World family of chats in the genus Oenanthe, widely distributed throughout Europe, Africa and Asia, though one species, Northern
Wheatear O. oenanthe is a long distance migrant with breeding populations in NW and NE North America. In all there are (depending on taxonomic
distinctions) 22 species, three of which occur in Andalucia they are Northern, Black O. leucura and Black-eared Wheatear O. hispanica and for one of these,
the Black Wheatear the province supports a large part of both the Spanish and world population.
Like all wheatears they have either brightly coloured or distinctively marked plumages and are most easily identified in flight when showing the white rump
and tail pattern with a black tip and central tail feathers forming an inverted T.
only the Black and Black-eared are fairly
common or most easily found in summer,
Northern Wheatears are mainly migrants
which arrive in late February and mainly
quickly pass through the region with only
a few remaining to breed in the high parts
of the Sierra Nevada, Sierra de las Nieves
etc. Like many other species there have
been notable declines in the populations
of all three species in recent years.
Within Andalucia all three have a southern
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and eastern distribution extending from
arid areas of the Sierras of the southern
Betic Range to the Sierra Nevada, though
both Black and Black-eared occur down
to sea level. These two are mainly found
in open areas of hillsides and valleys with
sparse bushes and thorn scrub vegetation
ranging from cliffs, scree slopes to river
gorges and in rock-strewn valleys. Black
Wheatears also have a preference for
man-made structures such as castles,

ruins and abandoned buildings. Blackeared Wheatears are also found on low
grassy hills and steppe regions including
stony fields and edges of pasture to open
dehesas or occasionally edges of light
woodland.
Migrant Northern Wheatears can occur
almost anywhere but are most often
on coastal lowlands and headlands
sometimes often in high numbers known
as ‘falls’ or concentrated arrivals of birds

stopping off temporarily for a day or two
before moving on to more distant breeding
areas (some of these may include birds
of the race leucorhoa which breed in NE
Canada). Breeding Northern Wheatears
in Andalucia are found in the open, arid
areas of the Sierra Nevada and other high
mountain areas above 850m with birds
reaching progressively higher levels, to
about 3400m, as they follow the summer
melt of snow.
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All wheatears are territorial and
traditionally hole-nesters, usually in an
earth bank, wall, rocky crevice or under
boulders, loose scree or occasionally
beneath
dense
vegetation.
Black
Wheatears also place their nests in caves,
ruins or old buildings whilst Northern
Wheatears in Asia also share their nesting
burrow with rabbits or rodents such as
marmots or pikas or in northern Europe
breeding seabirds such Atlantic Puffins
and Manx Shearwaters. The breeding
season usually begins in late March or
early April for Black-eared and Northern
Wheatears, for some this is only a matter
of days after arriving back from the
wintering areas with the males setting
up and defending the breeding territory
about a week to ten days ahead of the
returning females. For the Black Wheatear
being largely resident the season may
begin a little earlier in early March (in
N Africa active nests have been found in
January) and unusually (for wheatears)
the nest is constructed by both the male
and female – the female alone does the

Advertisement

One of the characteristic signs of a wheatear nesting site, particularly or best
exemplified by Black Wheatears, is the entrance to the nest is marked by a base or
platform of twigs or stones often white in colour and placed at or below the entrance
to the nest (in some cases often several feet below a vertical entrance). Some stones
carried by Black Wheatears can weigh up to 28g – approximately two-thirds the
weight of the bird– and as the Black Wheatear is a traditional nester, often using
the same site in successive years, these platforms may number several hundreds
or even thousands of stones. Black-eared and Northern Wheatears by comparison
have less elaborate entrances usually marked by small twigs, dry grasses or decaying
vegetation and the nests are rarely used in successive years.

Living in or
moving to Spain?
Do it… by the book.

Note: Peter Clement is a professional
ornithologist and author. Originally
from Sussex, where he retains a great
love of the South Downs, he now lives
in East Anglia and has recently retired
from working for Natural England.
Peter has been interested in birds and
wildlife ever since he can remember
and has travelled widely in Europe,
Africa, Asia and North America. Peter
is also an acclaimed author of several
ornithological monographs including
‘Thrushes of the world’, ‘Robins and
Chats’, ‘Finches and Sparrows’ and ‘The
Chiffchaff ’. His other interests include
mammals (especially those in Europe)
and helping others to enjoy wildlife.
only most noticeable (and territory
size determined) during the breeding
season when the territory is aggressively
defended by the male who drives off
intruders such as the other wheatears as
well as larger birds such as Rock Monticola
saxatilis and Blue Rock Thrushes M.
solitarius. Pairs of Black Wheatears may
mate for life whereas in both Blackeared and Northern Wheatears the pair
bond usually lasts for the duration of the
breeding season, though some Northern
Wheatear pairs have wintered together in
the same area and reformed as a pair the
following season.

White-crowned Black Wheatear

Desert Wheatear

Isabelline Wheatear
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In addition to these three breeding
wheatears, there have been exceptional
records of vagrant wheatears in Andalucia.
There are two old records of Isabelline
Wheatear O. isabellina at Tarifa in autumn
1972 and another in autumn 1974. Desert
Wheatears O. deserti have also occurred
more than once, most recently one
wintered at Cabo De Gata, Almeria from
mid-December 2011 to February 2012
and, possibly the rarest of them all in
European terms, an adult and immature
White-crowned Wheatear O. leucopyga
were seen on the Coto Doñana one day in
May 1977.

900 460 174
enquiries.southernspain@
blevinsfranks.com
You may purchase this very
useful guide from our website
www.blevinsfranks.com/buy/
living-in-books

INTERNATIONAL TAX ADVICE • INVESTMENTS • ESTATE PLANNING • PENSIONS
LiS-e12c

work in both Black-eared and Northern
Wheatears. Most Spanish breeding Black
and Black-eared Wheatears have two
broods (and three is not unknown in
Black Wheatear) only Northern Wheatear
has just a single brood, which for some
high altitude nesters may not fledge until
August – a time when other populations
are undergoing a post-breeding moult
or even moving south towards wintering
areas. Black Wheatears frequently have
large territories which are occupied
throughout the year, but in winter are
often absent through local wanderings
or possibly just inconspicuous, and is

Talk to the people who know

The new edition 12 of the
popular Blevins Franks
Guide to Living in
Spain is now available.
This 340-page book
is essential reading
for British
expatriates and
is designed to
assist with the
minefield of questions
you may have about the tax
and financial aspects of living in
Spain. It is based on our 40 years’
experience in cross-border financial
planning and will prove invaluable.

Blevins Franks Financial Management Limited (BFFM) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the
UK, reference number 179731. Where advice is provided outside the UK, via the Insurance Mediation Directive from Malta, the
regulatory system differs in some respects from that of the UK. Blevins Franks Trustees Limited is authorised and regulated
by the Malta Financial Services Authority for the administration of trusts and companies. Blevins Franks Tax Limited provides
taxation advice; its advisers are fully qualified tax specialists. This promotion has been approved and issued by BFFM.
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A Year of the Mediterranean Forest
I feel myself fortunate for having spent a year of my life in the
middle of one of the ecosystems that I consider one of the most
fascinating in the whole world, the Mediterranean forest.
Every one living in Spain has been to a Mediterranean forest,
but not everybody knows to what extent this forest has been
present in most of the territories in the Iberian Peninsula.
It was the Romans who stated this land was once so thickly
forested that a squirrel could travel from the Strait of Gibraltar
to the Pyrenees hoping from one tree to the other without ever
touching the ground. And not only the Romans but every of the
many civilization that settled down in Iberia from that time,

started chopping off some of the biggest Holm Oaks to get wood,
firewood, etc. Then the Moors, who preferred open spaces, kept
clearing the woods so land defense and agriculture could catch
on. And to cap it all, the coal activity in the 19th century and the
many disastrous decisions of the 20th century all over Spain have
reduced dramatically the surface of indigenous Mediterranean
forest.
However, some still good examples of how this paradisiac habitat
once was remains scattered regularly over Iberia. One of these
“residues of a paradise” can be found just a few minutes from the
town of Ronda. Despite excessive hog farming there, the place is

The autumn came later and some summer visitors stayed longer.
We had Bee-eaters passing by until mid October. For a few days
we enjoyed scattered flocks of Honey Buzzards flying southwest.
At that time, the water pond recorded Spotted Flycatcher and the
first Chiffchaffs.
During this long and atypical winter the forest looked gorgeous
with the many yellow colored leaves of the Gall Oaks. Like most
of us have noticed, we received big numbers of winter visitors.
But if there is a bird whose presence here has been extremely
noticeable in this forest, it is the Robin. The winter brought
together a few hundred of them in a relatively small area and
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Eurasian Wryneck

Common Nightingale

Bonelli’s Warbler

Booted Eagle
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of great beauty throughout the year.
We arrived there in summertime 2017 and it was just as we were
moving-in that we saw the first Booted Eagle welcoming us as
it flew low over our new house. A few days later I was happy to
find the corresponding couple plus a juvenile, tirelessly begging
for food. We soon started to build a water pond to help the many
songbirds around and, why not, followed by a small hide from
where to take some of the pictures in this article. It took just a
week to make it a regular stop for the first birds, among them
Sardinian Warbler, Bonelli’s Warbler, Blackcap, Chaffinch and
Nuthatch.

Advertisement

we could constantly hear their cheeps all day long. The absence
of Booted Eagles gave way to a few Common Buzzards. A still
decreasing population of wintering Thrushes was noticed
including some Fieldfare. It was then when we installed a bird
feeder to provide the birds with some small and top quality
amount of nuts and seeds. And it sure was very busy until midMarch. It was surprising to also find Sylvia warblers joining the
feast on the coldest of days.
The spring as you know, arrived late and days full with rain. For
some reason the spring migration has had a low intensity in the
area and it was in the last days of April when all breeding birds

at the same time.
I would be delighted to tell you in more detail how this magnificent
year has been in the Ronda area, but it wouldn’t be fair ending
this article without mentioning some other typical birds of the
Mediterranean forest that are not found on this region. A very
distinguished bird is the Iberian Magpie (Cyanopica cooki),
which is the first bird many birders can think of in a dehesa of
Extremadura. By the way, recent genetic analysis has shown that
the Iberian Magpie and the Azure-Winged Magpie are distinct at
species level, so we do have to refer to ours as Iberian. Perhaps
you also knew that back to when Spain was almost fully covered
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were already settled, filling the air with all kind of songs. On a
first moment, it was the Nuthatch, Great Tit and Chaffinch who
filled all the notes and then they gave way to our Woodpeckers,
Short-toed Treecreeper and Bonelli’s Warbler. At that time our
nights were embellished with the sounds of Nightingale, Scops
Owl and a few Red-necked Nightjars. But it is not only hearing
the birds that tells one spring has definitely come, the forest goes
through a strong change on its colours: the Gall Oaks that spent
the winter almost leafless suddenly acquired the most vivid lime
green one can think of. The several Cistus species (Rockrose)
blossom to the point that the scrub looks like a white and pink
carpet, not to mention the long time awaited flowers of the wild
orchids in the area, like Sawfly Orchid. And if we have the chance
to visit this place before dusk, Mole Crickets and a few species of
Toads would compete with Cuckoos and Golden Orioles singing
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with Mediterranean forest there were much more Black Vultures
than Griffon. The Spanish population of Black Vulture in the
2008 census was 2440 pairs. And then, on top of the highest Cork
Oaks, the Spanish Imperial Eagle, our most precious bird of prey.
With slightly above 400 pairs, this Iberian endemic likes fully
developed and big Mediterranean forests to live in. Wouldn’t it
be a reason enough to re-forest certain areas of Spain?
I would like to conclude this brief article sharing a wish with
you. Try to imagine how the area you live in Spain was when the
ecosystems were not so dramatically transformed by men. There
is no question about it, it was a true paradise. It remains to us to
do something to get this back or to keep looking elsewhere.
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Alfredo Carrasco, your guide

Álvaro Peral - ABS Member
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dramatic landscape.
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By car or on foot, our local tour leader, Alfredo Carrasco knows every
corner and everybody in the area. Spending a day with him is a great
experience for those travellers who are looking for the real Andalucía.
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BIRD WATCHING IN THE GAMBIA

The wet season is the time of cultivation,
during which the country’s verdure and
vegetation are simply stunning.
Although birding is great all year round, the
best time to visit is during the dry season,
November to March, when the birdlife
is more diversely mixed with both local
and intra African and visiting migratory
birds from the Palearctic and other parts
of the world, plus an opportunity to see
the colourful wet season breeders such as
Whydahs, Weavers, and Bishops.

The Gambia is the smallest country on mainland Africa, located on the western tip of the continent, it’s
bordered to the west by the Atlantic Ocean and otherwise completely surrounded by Senegal. The Gambia
spans an area of 11,295 square km. The River Gambia divides the country into two and stretches almost
500km inland.
Bird Watching

The Gambia is gifted with an abundance
of avian life with rich and diverse habitats,
from Rivers, Savannahs, mangrove
Farmland, to Wetlands Estuaries, Coastal
forests, Scrub, Hotel Gardens which
together harbours more than 550 bird
species.

Climate and Best Time to Visit

The Climate is perfect in the winter. The
dry season runs from November to May,
when there is almost no rain and the
temperature hovers around 27ºc with the
relative humidity stable between 50 and
60%. During the rainy season the humidity
rises to as high as 80ºc and the average
temperature reaches 28ºc, although the
stabilizing factor of the ocean keeps
the weather pleasant and the evening
downpours provide a relaxing freshness.

Best Birding Habitats

Gambia is small, with excellent road
networks making traveling within the
country easier, there are a number of
excellent bird watching sites located on
the coastal belt including Brufut Woods,
Abuko Nature Reserve, Tanji Bird Reserve

Yellow-crowned Gonolek

Egyptian Plover

Red-throated Bee-eater

Bird watching in the Gambia is easy
and very relaxing, meaning you don’t
necessarily have to drive to a National
Park or go afar for good viewing and great
photos. Your backyard or Hotel ground
will very likely have plenty of beautiful
and exotic birds. The country boasts a
well-developed network of professional
Bird Guides, a good tourist infrastructure,
provides convenient good quality
accommodation and fabulous cuisine in
most locations.

and Kartong Sand Mines, these areas
provides some of the best opportunities
to see an outstanding array of mainly
coastal birds. A little further inland, bird
watching sites such as Marakissa Woods,
Penyem Forest, Pirang Shrimp Farm,
Farasutu and Bonto Forest offer some
forest and wetland birds. In the interior
of the country Tendaba Camp provides an
ideal base for exploring the flagship Kiang
West National Park, Boablong Wetland
Reserve. On the north of the river, the
seasonal flooded Wetlands, swamps, plus
agricultural areas on the north bank,
provide habitat for highly desired birds
including the beautiful Egyptian Plover,
the endangered Black Crowned Crane,
and the magnificent Abyssinian Ground
Hornbill, there is also an interesting mix
of both resident and migratory waders

and water birds. Raptors fill the air and
are especially easy to view as the dry
season advances and Kiang West National
Park, Kampanti Rice fields and Kunkilling
Forest are some best places to see raptors
in profusion. The River Gambia and many
of it’s tributaries provide vital habitats for
a huge array of birds, including the rare
Shining Blue Kingfisher, African Fish
Eagle, Palm-nut Vulture, African Finfoot,
many raptors, water birds and waders of
all sizes, colours and shape.
For me, although very slightly biased,
The Gambia offers birders from Europe
an escape from winter and excellent
birds. As a member of the Andalucia
Bird Society and an approved guide,
it would be an enormous privilege
to welcome fellow members to my
country and show them the huge
diversity of birdlife here. Thank
you to the Society for giving me the
opportunity to promote birding in The
Gambia. I live in hope of meeting you
soon.
Mustapha Manneh - ABS Member

Exotic Birds and Smiling People
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Saving the Montagu’s Harrier
Project Update June 2018
This year the expectations of an improvement in the situation
for the population of Montagu’s Harrier in La Janda, saw us
starting to work hard from the end of March, going through all
the known areas where the historical reproduction of this species
was known.
At first, when the birds were in the phase of locating optimal
areas for reproduction, 3 pairs were repeatedly observed in the
vicinity of the breeding area of 2017,

right on the plot managed
by our association (planted with oats last December 2017).
Unfortunately this spring was one of the rainiest in history, also
very cold, affecting the life cycles of both the vegetation and the
birds themselves. The oats did not reach sufficient growth to be
selected as the breeding area, which eventually caused the birds
to leave to look for other more suitable plots. As an aside, this
action has facilitated the reproduction of the Little Bustard, an
event that has not occurred in the area for many years.
In this plot we also have been able to identify 2 ringed Montagu’s,
specifically L7L and 8W3 (more details in box), which remained

in the plot at least until April 26. During this period we were able
to locate the definitive breeding area for Montagu’s Harrier, with
4 couples, three of them located on public land and the fourth
very close in a beet field. The location in a public area is in fact
something that has not occurred for at least in the last 15 years of
monitoring the species. We were able to identify 5 birds, (two of
them the same ones observed at the plot of Tahivilla): L7L, 8W3,
HRW, HPF and 7XJ (details in the table below).
Soon we will be able to appraise the situation with these pairs,
verifying the result of their reproduction. In principle, these
couples will not suffer the affect of the harvest, although we are
very concerned about the inconvenience they may suffer from
the high turnover of both people and predators.
In conclusion, we can say that the number of couples in the
area of Tahivilla in La Janda remains stable with the successful
incorporation of wild birds born in the area in 2016 and 2017,
this is thanks to our action with the purchase of crops made
during those years.

Ring no. Sex

Year ringed

Ringing location Reproduction in the area

Pair

L7L

male

2016

Vejer

Present during 2017 in Tahivilla without breeding

8W3

8W3

female

2010

Tahivilla

2013-2014-2016-2017

L7L

HPF

male

2016

Tahivilla

Present during 2017 in Tahivilla without breeding

HRW

HRW

female

2017

Tahivilla

7XJ

male

2007

Tahivilla

HPF
2012-2014-2016-2017
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Without ring

It is pleasing to present
the latest news update on
our
Montagu’s
Harrier
project. As you will read,
the project has expanded
to include an area near to
Benalup in collaboration
with the Ministry of the
Environment. The project
has had its setbacks with
unseasonal heavy rains and
cold temperatures during this spring, something I elude to
in my editorial. Despite these setbacks the project is proving
good value for the Society’s involvement, not only with
conserving the species, but also spreading the word to local
schools on how important this work is. Again our increasing
membership is helping to give sufficient funds to financially
support these crucial initiatives, so please do tell friends of
our good work and encourage them to join us.
Other Actions
• This year we have extended our range of action to another
area of La
 Janda, collaborating with the Ministry of
Environment in the Benalup countryside. In this new area
we have left standing about 1.5 hectares of cereal with three
nests inside. Two of them were first laid with 5 chicks each
and a third has nested there later after a failure in another
plot. The cost of this action has not been specified; as yet the
predisposition of the farmer has been very favourable.
• Tests have been carried out with a Drone for the location
and monitoring of nests.
• With respect to Hacking, we are still awaiting rescue actions
in Andalucia to incorporate birds in the release boxes.
In addition, different disclosure actions have been carried out:
• Talk at the Cazalla Observatory to schoolchildren in Tarifa
during the MigBird Migratory Bird Welcome Festival 2018
• Creation of informative flyer of the project in two languages
(English and Spanish)
• Creation of informative web of the project: www.
aguiluchosdelajanda.es (currently under construction)
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Llanos de Libar

possible particularly during migration
periods. You can test your ID skills here
by comparing the larks seen at lower
elevations around the village (Crested)
with those further on in more rocky
areas (Thekla’s). If this proves too much
of a headache then just relax and listen
to the simple, yet haunting, song of the
Woodlark.
About 400m further on (and just past a
second track coming up from the village)
there’s a large stony field (d) and, a little
further up, a small roadside pool (e).
Below the towering cliffs at the junction
of this track and the one coming out of
the village you’ve an excellent chance of
Rock Sparrow (although they can often be
easier further up) and Blue Rock Thrush
is ubiquitous. The rocky field may hold
three species of wheatear - Common,
Black and Black-eared Wheatear, Blue –
plus the occasional Rufous-tailed Rock
Thrush. As this is a limestone area, a good
source of water can often be at a premium
so the pool here sucks in thirsty birds such
as Linnet, Goldfinch, Serin, Rock and
Cirl Buntings, Sardinian and Melodious
Warbler.
Continuing uphill along an increasingly
rocky track after c2.5 km you come to
a rocky ‘saddle’ (f) where you can pull
over onto a small flat grassy area. This

scrub as does Spectacled Warbler, but
Subalpine Warbler can often be more easy
to find on the wooded hillsides. As you
continue along the track past this point the
rocks, surprisingly, give way and you drop
down towards a farm and through an area
of flat fields (h). Those familiar with the
geomorphology of limestone areas may
be less surprised as this is a classic “polje”
formed when deposits drained from the
surrounding land block the crevices that

provide drainage. Like anywhere along
this route this can be a good spot to stop
and scan the hillsides and rocky peaks for
raptors; check large vultures carefully as
in recent years Black Vulture has regularly
turned up here. At the far side of this area
go through the gate and on into the oak
woodland.
These open woods (i) can have a whiff of
more northerly climes with Mistle Thrush,
Jay and Common Redstart, but Bonelli’s
Warbler, Iberian Chiffchaff and Subalpine
Warbler remind you that you’re further
south. Continue through the woods for
about 3 km until you reach some old iron

Like so many others, I was first introduced to this wonderful site (which a lesser man might have kept to
himself) by Peter Jones. Quite simply of all the many places I’ve taken birding friends to visit in western
Andalucia, they always rate the Llanos de Libar valley most highly. This is thanks to the spectacular karst
mountain scenery, the diversity of habitats (gardens, pasture, arable, sun-blasted rocky crags and cool oak
woodland) and, above all, the birds. Checking on E-bird (https://ebird.org/hotspot/L1990419) I find that no
less than 128 species have been reported from here, which is exceptionally good for an inland site without a
large body of water.
en route but remember more time spent
dawdling here means less time exploring
your destination. From Ronda the most
direct approach is along the MA 7401
(via Benaojan), which has the advantage
of passing the cavernous Cuevo del Gato
(b) that is often excellent for Crag Martins
and Alpine Swifts. Arriving along the
MA8403 from the north (via the A 374
Ronda-Algodonales road) the narrow
concrete village road – Ave de Europa for the Llanos de Libar is an easy righthand turn just as you reach the first
houses in the village by white wall and
rubbish/recycling bins. (Arriving from the
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opposite direction it’s an easily missed and
very acute lefthand turn). This concrete
road looks an unlikely route, but after
c350m an unsignposted and easily missed
sharp right up a concrete incline takes you
onto the Llanos de Libar track. However
note that the track along the valley is now
closed to unauthorised vehicles between
1st June and 15th October, so if visiting
at those times you will have to park in
the village and walk up into the valley
(be aware, however, that the roads in
the centre of the Montejaque are narrow
and labyrinthine so it’s better to park
in the lower part of the village). Bear in
mind, however, that it is c9km walk (and
a rise of c700m) from the village to the
Refugio (and another 9 km back!) so if
you do walk take plenty of water and
prepare accordingly in hot weather. If it’s
possible to drive then take great care as
the track can be sump-wreckingly rough.
I sometimes drive only as far as I’m happy
to and, parking the car out of the way (and
if possible in the shade), walk the rest of
the way.
As you climb up out of the village along
the track it’s always worth pausing by an
isolated white buildings (c) below the

Green Woodpecker

The charming mountain village of
Montejaque, gateway to the Llanos
de Libar, can be approached along
the MA8401 from the south or the
MA8403 from the north. Each has its
own distractions but arriving from the
south you pass the fascinating Cueva de
la Pileta (a). Deep in this cave are some
fine ancient cave paintings – well worth
forgoing a few birds to see (but go in the
afternoon when birding’s quieter!). This
approach passes through some spectacular
scenery and habitats. Look out for Black
Wheatear, Blue Rock Thursh and passing
raptors (Bonelli’s Eagle is quite possible)

Blue Rock Thrush

locality rarely disappoints. It’s a great
spot for Black Redstart, Black-eared and
Black Wheatear, Rock Bunting and Rock
Sparrow (listen for a sparrow with a bad
cold!) – and Lesser Kestrel in its ‘natural
habitat’. In late autumn, winter and into
spring this is often a good spot for Alpine
Accentor and Ring Ouzel. This is also a
good area for botanising with attractive
plants like bright pink peonies and Yellow
Bee Orchid. Go uphill for another 100m
or so to where the track bends to the left
by an isolated tree (g). If you haven’t heard
them already, listen here for Orphean
Warbler. Dartford Warbler hide in the
Bonelli’s Eagle

towering hill (Hacho) that guards the
entrance to this route, to scan the skies
and cliff faces. If there’s anywhere that
Bonelli’s Eagle can be said to be a ‘banker’
it’s here. Often it’s the shadow rippling
along the cliff face that alerts you to an
incoming bird. Both Rock Bunting and
Melodious Warbler can show in the scrub
and gardens here and there’s a chance
of Golden Oriole and even Wryneck.
Both here and anywhere along the valley
you should expect to see Booted and
Short-toed Eagles and plentiful Griffon
Vultures. Other raptors such as Black Kite,
Egyptian Vulture and Honey Buzzard are

gates on your right and further on an old
finca (j). The open grassy area beyond
has Iberian Grey Shrike and listen for
Chough. This is a glorious area to sit in
the shade and wait for whatever passes
overhead or can be winkled out of the
scrub. If you’ve not already spotted them
look out for Rock and Cirl Buntings here.
The track continues along the valley at
the head of which a footpath can take you
over the ridge to Cortes de la Frontera
(c9km) something that more energetic
walkers might want to try. Buses back
to your starting point are few so you may
have to get a taxi back to Montejaque.
This is an unmissable site where surprises
are always possible but it’s for the excellent
selection of attractive montane species
and raptors that makes it special. If you’ve
time, then you can also explore the track
that runs behind Hacho (k) for raptors,
Black and Black-eared Wheatear, Rock
Sparrow, etc. Similarly the steep walk up
to the Ermita (l) above the village can be
productive and affords splendid views of
the village. A little further afield the walk
along the river from Benoajan station
(m) can be productive for Golden Oriole,
Iberian Green Woodpecker, Kingfisher,
etc.

John Cantelo - ABS Member
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